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I. Introduction

Super-resolution is the task of estimating high resolution images from a set of low

resolution observations. These observations are acquired by either multiple sensors imaging

a single scene or by a single sensor imaging the scene over a period of time. No matter

the source of observations though, the critical requirement for super-resolution is that the

observations contain different but related views of the scene. For scenes that are static,

this requires sub-pixel displacements between the multiple sensors or within the motion

of the single camera. For dynamic scenes, the necessary shifts are introduced by the

motion of objects. Notice that super-resolution does not consider the case of a static scene

acquired by a stationary camera. These applications are addressed by the field of image

interpolation.

A wealth of research considers modeling the acquisition and degradation of the low res-

olution frames and therefore solves the high resolution problem. (In this paper, we utilize

the terms super-resolution, high resolution, and resolution enhancement interchangeably.)

For example, literature reviews are presented in [1], [2] as well as this special issue. Work

traditionally addresses the resolution enhancement of frames that are filtered and down-

sampled during acquisition and corrupted by additive noise during transmission and stor-

age. In this paper though, we review approaches for the super-resolution of compressed

video. Hybrid motion-compensation and transform coding methods are the focus, which

incorporates the family of ITU and MPEG coding standards [3], [4]. The JPEG still image

coding systems are also a special case of the approach.

The use of video compression differentiates the resulting super-resolution and tradi-

tional problems. As a first difference, video compression methods represent images with

a sequence of motion vectors and transform coefficients. The motion vectors provide a

noisy observation of the temporal relationships within the high resolution scene. This

is a type of observation not traditionally available to the high resolution problem. The

transform coefficients represent a noisy observation of the high resolution intensities. This

noise results from more sophisticated processing than the traditional processing scenario,

as compression techniques may discard data according to perceptual significance.

Additional problems arise with the introduction of compression. As a core requirement,
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resolution enhancement algorithms operate on a sequence of related but different observa-

tions. Unfortunately, maintaining this difference is not the goal of a compression system.

Compression algorithms predict frames with the motion vectors and then quantize the

prediction error. This discards some of the differences between frames and decreases the

potential for resolution enhancement.

In the rest of this paper, we survey the field of super-resolution processing for compressed

video. The introduction of motion vectors, compression noise and additional redundancies

within the image sequence make this problem fertile ground for novel processing meth-

ods. In conducting this survey though, we develop and present all techniques within the

Bayesian framework. This adds consistency to the presentation and facilitates comparison

between the different methods.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we define the acquisition system utilized

by the surveyed procedures. In Section III, we formulate the high resolution problem

within the Bayesian framework. In Section IV, we survey models for the acquisition

and compression systems. This requires consideration of both the motion vectors and

transform coefficients within the compressed bit-stream. In Section V, we survey models

for the original high resolution image intensities and displacement values. In Section VI,

we discuss solutions for the super-resolution problem and provide examples of several

approaches. Finally, we consider future research directions in Section VII.

II. Acquisition Model and Notation

Before we can recover a high resolution image from a sequence of low resolution ob-

servations, we must be precise in describing how the two are related. We begin with the

pictorial depiction of the system in Figure 1. As can be seen from the figure, a contin-

uous (high resolution) scene is first imaged by a low resolution sensor. This filters and

samples the original high resolution data. The acquired low resolution image is then com-

pressed with a hybrid motion-compensation and transform coding scheme. The resulting

bit-stream contains both motion vectors and quantized transform coefficients. Finally, the

compressed bit-stream serves as the input to the resolution enhancement procedure. This

super-resolution algorithm provides an estimate of the high resolution scene.

In the figure, the high resolution data represents a time-varying scene in the image plane
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Fig. 1. An overview of the super-resolution problem. A high resolution image sequence is captured at

low resolution by a camera or other acquisition system. The low resolution frames are then compressed

for storage and transmission. The goal of the super-resolution algorithm is to estimate the original high

resolution sequence from the compressed information.

coordinate system. This is denoted as f(x, y, t), where x, y and t are real numbers that

indicate horizontal, vertical and temporal locations. The scene is filtered and sampled

during acquisition to obtain the discrete sequence gl(m,n), where l is an integer time

index, 1 ≥ m ≥M , and 1 ≥ n ≥ N . The sequence gl(m,n) is not observable to any of the

super-resolution procedures. Instead, the frames are compressed with a video compression

system that results in the observable sequence yl(m,n). It also provides the motion vectors

vl,i(m,n) that predict pixel yl(m,n) from the previously transmitted yi(m,n).

Images in the figure are concisely expressed with the matrix-vector notation. In this for-

mat, one-dimensional vectors represent two-dimensional images. These vectors are formed

by lexicographically ordering the image by rows, which is analogous to storing the frame

in raster scan format. Hence, the acquired and observed low resolution images gl(m,n)

and yl(m,n) are respectively expressed by the MN × 1 vectors gl and yl. The motion

vectors that predict yl from yi are represented by the 2MN × 1 vector vl,i that is formed

by stacking the transmitted horizontal and vertical offsets. Furthermore, since we utilize
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Fig. 2. Relationships between the high resolution and low resolution images. High resolution frames are

denoted as fl and are mapped to other time instances by the operator C(di,l). The acquisition system

transforms the high resolution frames to the low resolution sequence gl, which is then compressed to

produce yl. Notice that the compressed frames are also related through the motion vectors vi,l.

digital techniques to recover the high resolution scene, the high resolution frame is de-

noted as fl. The dimension of this vector is PMPN×1, where P represents the resolution

enhancement factor.

Relationships between the original high resolution data and detected low resolution

frames are further illustrated in Figure 2. Here, we show that the low resolution image gl

and high resolution image fl are related by

gl = AHfl, l = 1, 2, 3, . . . (1)

where H is a PMPN × PMPN matrix that describes the filtering of the high resolution

image and A is an MN × PMPN down-sampling matrix. The matrices A and H model

the acquisition system and are assumed to be known. For the moment, we assume that

the detector does not introduce noise.

Frames within the high resolution sequence are also related through time. This is

evident in Figure 2. Here, we assume a translational relationship between the frames that

is written as

fl(m,n) = fk(m+ dml,k(m,n), n+ dnl,k(m,n)) + rl,k(m,n) (2)

where dml,k(m,n) and dnl,k(m,n) denote the horizontal and vertical components of the dis-

placement dl,k(m,n) that relates the pixel at time k to the pixel at time l, and rl,k(m,n)
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accounts for errors within the model. (Noise introduced by the sensor can also be incor-

porated into this error term.) In matrix-vector notation, Eq. (2) becomes

fl = C(dl,k)fk + rl,k (3)

where C(dl,k) is the PMPN × PMPN matrix that maps frame fk to frame fl, dl,k is

the column vector defined by lexicographically ordering the values of the displacements

between the two frames, and rl,k is the registration noise. Note that while this displacement

model is prevalent in the literature, a more general motion model could be employed.

Having considered the relationship between low resolution and high resolution images

prior to compression, let us turn our attention to the compression process. During compres-

sion, frames are divided into blocks that are encoded with one of two available methods.

For the first method, a linear transform such as the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)

is applied to the block. The operator decorrelates the intensity data, and the resulting

transform coefficients are independently quantized and transmitted to the decoder. For

the second method, predictions for the blocks are first generated by motion compensating

previously transmitted image frames. The compensation is controlled by motion vectors

that define the spatial and temporal offset between the current block and its prediction.

Computing the prediction error, transforming it with a linear transform, quantizing the

transform coefficients, and transmitting the quantized information refine the prediction.

Elements of the video compression procedure are shown in Figure 3. In the figure,

we show an original image frame and its transform and quantized representation in 3(a)

and 3(b), respectively. This represents the first type of compression method, called intra-

coding, which also encompasses still image coding methods such as the JPEG procedures.

The second form of compression is illustrated in Figure 4, where the original and previously

compressed image frames appear in 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. This is often called inter-

coding, where the original frame is first predicted from the previously compressed data.

Motion vectors for the prediction are shown in 4(c), and the motion compensated estimate

appears in 4(d). The difference between the estimate and the original frame results in

the displaced frame difference (or error residual), which is transformed with the DCT

and quantized by the encoder. The quantized displaced frame difference for 4(a) and

4(d) appears in 4(e). At the encoder, the motion compensated estimate and quantized
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Intra-coding example. The image in (a) is transformed and quantized to produce the compressed

frame in (b).

displaced frame difference are combined to create the decoded frame appearing in 4(b).

From the above discussion, we define the relationship between the acquired low resolu-

tion frame and its compressed observation as

yl = T−1Q
[

T
(

gl −MCl(y
P
l ,vl)

)]

+MCl(y
P
l ,vl) l = 1, 2, 3 . . . (4)

where Q[.] represents the quantization procedure, T and T−1 are the forward and inverse-

transform operations, respectively, MCl(y
P
l ,vl) is the motion compensated prediction of

gl formed by motion compensating previously decoded frame(s) as defined by the encoding

method, and yP
l and vl denote the set of decoded frames and motion vectors that predict

yl, respectively. We want to make clear here that MCl depends on vl and only a subset

of y. For example, when a bit-stream contains a sequence of P -frames then yP
l = yl−1

and vl = vl,l−1. However, as there is a trend towards increased complexity and non-causal

predictions within the motion compensation procedure, we keep the above notation for

generality.

With a definition for the compression system, we can now be precise in describing

the relationship between the high resolution frames and the low resolution observations.

Combining Eqs. (1), (3) and(4), the acquisition system depicted in Figure 1 is denoted as

yl = AHC(dl,k)fk + el,k (5)
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Fig. 4. Inter-coding example. The image in (a) is inter-coded to generate the compressed frame in

(b). The process begins by finding the motion vectors in (c), which generates the motion compensated

prediction in (d). The difference between the prediction and input image is then computed, and it is

transformed and quantized. The resulting residual appears in (e) and is added to the prediction in (d) to

generate the compressed frame in (b).
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where el,k includes the errors introduced during compression, registration and acquisition.

III. Problem Formulation

With the acquisition system defined, we now formulate the super-resolution reconstruc-

tion problem. The reviewed methods utilize a window of low resolution compressed ob-

servations to estimate a single high resolution frame. Thus, the goal is to estimate the

high resolution frame fk and displacements d given the decoded intensities y and motion

vectors v. Here, displacements between fk and all of the frames within the processing

window are encapsulated in d, as d = {dl,k|l = k − TB, . . . , k + TF} and TF + TB + 1

establishes the number of frames in the window. Similarly, all of the decoded obser-

vations and motion vectors within the processing window are contained in y and v, as

y = {yl|l = k − TB, . . . , k + TF} and v = {vl|l = k − TB, . . . , k + TF}

We pursue the estimate within the Bayesian paradigm. Therefore, the goal is to find f̂k,

an estimate of fk, and d̂, an estimate of d, such that,

f̂k, d̂ = argmax
fk,d

P (fk,d)P (y,v|fk,d) (6)

In the expression, P (y,v|fk,d) provides a mechanism to incorporate the compressed bit-

stream into the enhancement procedure, as it describes the probabilistic modeling of the

process to obtain y and v from fk and d. Similarly, P (fk,d) allows for the integration

of prior knowledge about the original high resolution scene and displacements. This is

somewhat simplified in applications where the displacement values are assumed known, as

the super-resolution estimate becomes

f̂k = argmax
fk

P (fk)P (y,v|fk,d) (7)

where d contains the previously found displacements.

IV. Modeling the Observation

Having presented the super-resolution problem within the Bayesian framework, we

now consider the probability distributions in Eq. (6). We begin with the distribution

P (y,v|fk,d) that models the relationship between the original high resolution intensities

and displacements and the decoded intensities and motion vectors. For the purposes of
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this review, it is rewritten as

P (y,v|fk,d) =
∏

l

P (yl|fk,d)P (vl|fk,d,y) (8)

where P (yl|fk,d) is the distribution of the noise introduced by quantizing the transform

coefficients and P (vl|fk,d,y) expresses any information derived from the motion vectors.

Note that Eq. (8) assumes independence between the decoded intensities and motion

vectors throughout the image sequence. This is well motivated when the encoder selects

the motion vectors and quantization intervals without regard to the future bit-stream.

Any dependence between these two quantities should be considered as future work.

A. Quantization Noise

To understand the structure of compression errors, we need to model the degradation

process Q in Eq. (4). This is a non-linear operation that discards data in the transform

domain, and it is typically realized by dividing each transform coefficient by a quantization

scale factor and then rounding the result. The procedure is expressed as

[Tyk](i) = q(i)Round

(

[Tgk](i)

q(i)

)

(9)

where [Tyk](i) denotes the i
th transform coefficient of the compressed frame yk, q(i) is the

quantization factor for coefficient i, and Round(.) is an operator that maps each value to

the nearest integer.

Two prominent models for the quantization noise appear in the super-resolution lit-

erature. The first follows from the fact that quantization errors are bounded by the

quantization scale factor, that is

−
q(i)

2
≤ [Tyk](i)− [Tgk](i) ≤

q(i)

2
(10)

according to Eq. (9). Thus, it seems reasonable that the recovered high resolution image

(when mapped to low resolution) has transform coefficients within the same interval. This

is often called the quantization constraint, and it is enforced with the distribution

P1(yl|fk,d) =











const if− q(i)
2
≤ [T(AHC(dl,k)fk −MCl(y

P
l ,vl))](i) ≤

q(i)
2
∀i

0 elsewhere

(11)
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As we are working within the Bayesian framework, we note that this states that the

quantization errors are uniformly distributed within the quantization interval. Thus,

[T(yk − gk)](i) ∼ U [−q(i)/2, q(i)/2] and so E([T(yk − gk)](i)) = 0 and var([T(yk −

gk)](i)) = q(i)2/12.

Several authors employ the quantization constraint for super-resolution processing. For

example, it is utilized by Altunbasak et al. [5], [6], Gunturk et al. [7], Patti and Altunbasak

[8], and Segall et al. [9], [10]. With the exception of [7], quantization is considered to be

the sole source of noise within the acquisition system. This simplifies the construction of

Eq. (11). However, since the distribution P1(yl|fk,d) in Eq. (11) is not differentiable, care

must still be taken when finding the high resolution estimate. This is addressed later in

this paper.

The second model for the quantization noise is constructed in the spatial domain. This is

appealing, as it motivates a Gaussian distribution that is differentiable. To understand this

motivation, consider the following. First, the quantization operator in Eq. (9) quantizes

each transform coefficients independently. Thus, noise in the transform domain is not

correlated between transform indices. Second, the transform operator is linear. With

these two conditions, quantization noise in the spatial domain becomes a linear sum of

independent noise processes. The resulting distribution tends to be Gaussian, and it is

expressed as [11]

P2(yl|fk,d) ∝ exp
[

−
1

2
(yl −AHC(dl,k)fk)

TK−1
Q (yl −AHC(dl,k)fk)

]

(12)

where KQ is a covariance matrix that describes the noise.

The normal approximation for the quantization noise appears in work by Chen and

Schultz [12], Gunturk et al. [13], Mateos et al. [14], [15], Park et al. [16], [17], and

Segall et al. [9], [18], [19]. A primary difference between these efforts lies in the definition

and estimation of the covariance matrix. For example, a white noise model is assumed

by Chen and Schultz and Mateos et al., while Gunturk et al. develop the distribution

experimentally. Segall et al. consider a high bit-rate approximation for the quantization

noise. Lower rate compression scenarios are addressed by Park et al., where the covariance

matrix and high resolution frame are estimated simultaneously.

In concluding this sub-section, we mention that the spatial domain noise model also
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incorporates errors introduced by the sensor and motion models. This is accomplished by

modifying the covariance matrix KQ [20]. Interestingly, since these errors are often inde-

pendent of the quantization noise, incorporating the additional noise components further

motivates the Gaussian model.

B. Motion Vectors

Incorporating the quantization noise is a major focus of much of the super-resolution

for compressed video literature. However, it is also reasonable to use the motion vectors,

v, within the estimates for f̂k and d. These motion vectors introduce a departure from

traditional super-resolution techniques. In traditional approaches, the observed low reso-

lution images provide the only source of information about the relationship between high

resolution frames. When compression is introduced though, motion vectors provide an

additional observation for the displacement values. This information differs from what is

conveyed by the decoded intensities.

There are several methods that exploit the motion vectors during resolution enhance-

ment. At the high level though, each tries to model some similarity between transmitted

motion vectors and actual high resolution displacements. For example, Chen and Schultz

[12] constrain the motion vectors to be within a region surrounding the actual sub-pixel

displacements. This is accomplished with the distribution

P1(vl|fk,d,y) =











const if |vl,i(j)− [ADdl,i](j)| ≤ ∆, i ∈ PS,∀j

0 elsewhere
(13)

where AD is a matrix that maps the displacements to the low resolution grid, ∆ denotes

the maximum difference between the transmitted motion vectors and estimated displace-

ments, PS represents the set of previously compressed frames employed to predict fk, and

[ADdl,i](j) is the j
th element of the vector ADdl,i. Similarly, Mateos et al. [15] utilize the

distribution

P2(vl|fk,d,y) ∝ exp

[

−
γl
2

∑

i∈PS

||vl,i −ADdl,i||
2

]

(14)

where γl specifies the similarity between the transmitted and estimated information.

There are two disadvantages to modeling the motion vectors and high resolution dis-

placements as similar throughout the frame. As a first problem, the significance of the
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motion vectors depends on the underlying compression ratio, which typically varies within

the frame. As a second problem, the quality of the motion vectors is dictated by the

underlying intensity values. Segall et al. [18], [19] account for these errors by modeling

the displaced frame difference within the encoder. This incorporates the motion vectors

and is written as

P3(vl|fk,d,y) ∝ exp
[

−
1

2
(MCl(y

P
l ,vl)−AHC(dl,k)fk)

TK−1
MV (MCl(y

P
l ,vl)−AHC(dl,k)fk)

]

(15)

where KMV is the covariance matrix for the prediction error between the original frame

and its motion compensated estimate MCl(y
P
l ,vl). Estimates for KMV are derived from

the compressed bit-stream and therefore reflex the amount of compression.

V. Modeling the Original Sequence

We now consider the second distribution in Eq. (6), namely P (fk,d). This distribution

contains a priori knowledge about the high resolution intensities and displacements. In

the literature, it is assumed that this information is independent. Thus, we write

P (fk,d) = P (fk)P (d) (16)

for the remainder of this survey.

Several researchers ignore the construction of the a priori densities, focusing instead on

other facets of the super-resolution problem. For example, portions of the literature solely

address the modeling of compression noise, e.g. [8], [7], [5]. This is equivalent to using the

non-informative prior for both the original high resolution image and displacement data

so that

P (fk) ∝ const and P (d) ∝ const (17)

In these approaches, the noise model determines the high resolution estimate, and resolu-

tion enhancement becomes a maximum likelihood problem. Since the problem is ill-posed

though, care must be exercised so that the approach does not become unstable or noisy.

A. Intensities

Prior distributions for the intensity information are motivated by the following two

statements. First, it is assumed that pixels in the original high resolution images are
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correlated. This is justified for the majority of acquired images, as scenes usually contain

a number of smooth regions with (relatively) few edge locations. As a second statement,

it is assumed that the original images are devoid of compression errors. This is also a

reasonable statement. Video coding often results in structured errors, such as blocking

artifacts, which rarely occur in uncompressed image frames.

To encapsulate the statement that images are correlated and absent of blocking artifacts,

the prior distribution

P (fk) ∝ exp

[

−

(

λ1

2
‖ Q1fk ‖

2 +
λ2

2
‖ Q2AHfk ‖

2

)]

(18)

is utilized in [9] (and references therein). Here, Q1 represents a linear high-pass operation

that penalizes super-resolution estimates that are not smooth, Q2 represents a linear high-

pass operator that penalizes estimates with block boundaries, and λ1 and λ2 control the

influence of the norms. A common choice for Q1 is the discrete 2D Laplacian; a common

choice for Q2 is the simple difference operation applied at the boundary locations.

Other distributions could also be incorporated into the estimation procedure. For ex-

ample, Huber’s function could replace the quadratic norm. This is discussed in [12].

B. Displacements

The non-informative prior in Eq. (17) is the most common distribution for P (d) in the

literature. However, explicit models for the displacement values are recently presented

in [18], [19]. There, the displacement information is assumed to be independent between

frames so that

P (d) =
∏

l

P (dl) (19)

Then, the displacements within each frame are assumed to be smooth and absent of coding

artifacts. To penalize these errors, the displacement prior is given by

P (dl) ∝ exp

[

−
λ3

2
‖ Q3dl ‖

2

]

(20)

where Q3 is a linear high-pass operator, and λ3 is the inverse of the noise variance of the

normal distribution. The discrete 2D Laplacian is typically selected for Q3.
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VI. Realization of the Super-Resolution Methods

With the super-resolution for compressed video techniques summarized by the previous

distributions, we turn our attention to computing the enhanced frame. Formally this

requires the solution of Eq. (6), where we estimate the high resolution intensities and

displacements given some combination of the proposed distributions. The joint estimate

is found by taking logarithms of Eq. (6) and solving

f̂k, d̂ = argmax
fk,d

logP (fk,d)P (y,v|fk,d) (21)

with a combination of gradient descent, non-linear projection, and full-search methods.

Scenarios where d is already known or separately estimated are a special case of the

resulting procedure,

One way to evaluate Eq. (21) is with the cyclic coordinate descent procedure [21]. With

the approach, an estimate for the displacements is first found by assuming that the high

resolution image is known, so that

d̂q+1 = argmax
d

logP (d)P (y,v|f̂ qk ,d) (22)

where q is the iteration index for the joint estimate. (For the case where d is known,

Eq. (22) becomes d̂q+1 = d ∀q.) The intensity information is then estimated by assuming

that the displacement estimates are exact, that is

f̂
q+1
k = argmax

fk
logP (fk)P (y,v|fk, d̂

q+1) (23)

The displacement information is re-estimated with the result from Eq.(23), and the process

iterates until convergence.

The remaining question is how to solve Eqs. (22) and (23) for the distributions presented

in the previous sections. This is considered in the following subsections.

A. Finding the Displacements

As we have mentioned before, the non-informative prior in Eq. (17) is a common choice

for P (d). We will consider its use first in developing algorithms, as the displacement

estimate in Eq. (22) is simplified and becomes

d̂q+1 = argmax
d

logP (y,v|f̂ qk ,d) (24)
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This estimation problem is quite attractive, as displacement values for different regions of

the frame are now independent.

Block-matching algorithms are well suited for solving Eq. (24), and the construction

of P (y,v|fk,d) controls the performance of the block-matching procedure. For example,

Mateos et al. [15] combine the spatial domain model for the quantization noise with the

distribution for P (v|fk,d,y) in Eq. (14). The resulting block-matching cost function is

d̂
q+1
l,k = argmindl,k

[

(yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂
q
k )

TK−1
Q (yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )

+γl

2
||vl,k −ADdl,k||

2
]

(25)

Similarly, Segall et al. [18], [19] utilize the spatial domain noise model and Eq. (15) for

P (v|fk,d,y). The cost function then becomes

d̂
q+1
l,k = argmindl,k

[

(yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂
q
k )

TK−1
Q (yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )

+(MCl(y
P
l ,vl)−AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )

TK−1
MV (MCl(y

P
l ,vl)−AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )
]

(26)

Finally, Chen and Schultz [12] substitute the distribution for P (v|fk,d,y) in Eq. (13),

which results in the block-matching cost function

d̂
q+1
l,k = arg min

dl,k∈CMV

[

(yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂
q
k )

TK−1
Q (yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )
]

(27)

where CMV follows from Eq. (13) and denotes the set of displacements that satisfy the

condition |vl,k(i)− [ADdl,k](i)| < ∆ ∀i.

When the quantization constraint in Eq. (11) is combined with the non-informative

P (d), estimation of the displacement information is

d̂q+1 = arg min
dl,k∈CQ

logP (v|f̂mk ,d,y) (28)

where CQ denotes the set of displacements that satisfy the constraint− q(i)
2
≤ [T(AHC(dl,k)f̂k−

MCl(y
P
l ,vl))](i) ≤ q(i)

2
∀i. This is a tenuous statement. P (v|fk,d,y) is traditionally

defined at locations with motion vectors; however, motion vectors are not transmitted for

every block in the compressed video sequence. To overcome this problem, authors typi-

cally estimate d separately. This is analogous to altering P (yk|fk,d) when estimating the

displacements.
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When P (d) is not described by the non-informative distribution, differential methods

become common estimators for the displacements. These methods are based on the optical

flow equation and are explored in Segall et al. [18], [19]. In these works, the spatial domain

quantization noise model in Eq. (12) is combined with distributions for the motion vectors

in Eq. (15) and displacements in Eq. (20). The estimation problem is then expressed as

d̂
q+1
l,k = argmindl,k

[

(yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂
q
k )

TK−1
Q (yl −AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )

+(MCl(y
P
l ,vl)−AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )

TK−1
MV (MCl(y

P
l ,vl)−AHC(dl,k)f̂

q
k )

+λ3d
T
l,kQ

T
3 Q3dl,k

]

. (29)

Finding the displacements is accomplished by differentiating Eq. (29) with respect to dl,k

and setting the result equal to zero. This leads to a successive approximations algorithm

[18].

An alternative differential approach is utilized by Park et al. [20], [16]. In these works,

the motion between low resolution frames is estimated with the block based optical flow

method suggested by Lucas and Kanade [22]. Displacements are estimated for the low

resolution frames in this case.

B. Finding the Intensities

Methods for estimating the high resolution intensities from Eq. (23) are largely de-

termined by the quantization noise model. For example, consider the least complicated

combination of the quantization constraint in Eq. (11) with the non-informative distribu-

tions for P (fk) and P (v|fk,d,y). The intensity estimate is then stated as

f̂
q+1
k ∈ FQ (30)

where FQ denotes the set of intensities that satisfy the constraint− q(i)
2
≤ [T(AHC(dq+1

l,k )fk−

MCl(y
P
l ,vl))](i) ≤

q(i)
2
∀i. Note that the solution to this problem is not unique, as the

set-theoretic method only limits the magnitude of the quantization error in the system

model. A frame that satisfies the constraint is therefore found with the projection onto

convex sets (POCS) algorithm [23], where sources for the projection equations include [8],

[9].
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A different approach must be followed when incorporating the spatial domain noise

model in Eq. (12). If we still assume a non-informative distribution for P (fk) and P (v|fk,d,y),

the estimate for the high resolution intensities is

f̂
q+1
k = argmin

fk

∑

l

[

(yl −AHC(d̂q+1
l,k )fk)

TK−1
Q (yl −AHC(d̂q+1

l,k )fk)
]

(31)

This can be found with a gradient descent algorithm [9].

Alternative combinations of P (fk) and P (v|fk,d,y) lead to more involved algorithms.

Nonetheless, the fundamental difference lies in the choice for the quantization noise model.

For example, combining the distribution for P (fk) in Eq. (18) with the non-informative

prior for P (v|fk,d,y) results in the estimate

f̂
q+1
k = argmin

fk

{

λ1

2
‖ Q1fk ‖

2 +
λ2

2
‖ Q2AHf̂k ‖

2 − logP (y|fk,d)

}

(32)

Interestingly, the estimate for fk is not changed by substituting Eqs. (13) for (14) for

the distribution P (v|fk,d,y), as these distributions are non-informative to the intensity

estimate. An exception is the distribution in Eq. (15) that models the displaced frame

difference. When this P (v|fk,d,y) is combined with the model for P (fk) in Eq. (18) the

high resolution estimate becomes

f̂m+1
k = argminfk

{

λ1

2
‖ Q1fk ‖

2 +λ2

2
‖ Q2AHfk ‖

2

+
∑

l
1
2
(MCl(y

P
l ,vl)−AHC(d̂q+1

l,k )fk)
TK−1

MV (MCl(y
P
l ,vl)−AHC(d̂q+1

l,k )fk)

− logP (y|fk,d)} (33)

In concluding the sub-section, we utilize the estimate in Eq. (32) to compare the per-

formance of the quantization noise models. Two iterative algorithms are employed. For

the case that the quantization constraint in Eq. (11) is utilized, the estimate is found with

the iteration

f
q+1,s+1
k = PQ

[

f̂
q+1,s
k − αf

{(

λ1Q
T
1 Q1f̂

q+1,s
k + λ2H

TATQT
2 Q2AHf̂

q+1,s
k

)}]

(34)

where f̂
q+1,s+1
k and f̂

q+1,s
k are estimates for f̂

q+1
k at the (s + 1)th and sth iterations of

the algorithm, respectively, αf controls the convergence and rate of convergence of the

algorithm, and PQ denotes the projection operator that finds the solution to Eq. (30).
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When the spatial domain noise model in Eq. (12) is utilized, we estimate intensities with

the iteration

f̂
q+1,s+1
k = f̂

q+1,s
k − αf

{

∑

l C(d̂q+1
l,k )THTATK−1

Q (yl −AHC(d̂q+1
l,k )f̂ q+1,s

k )

+λ1Q
T
1 Q1f

q+1,s
k + λ2H

TATQT
2 Q2AHf̂

q+1,s
k

}

(35)

where KQ is the covariance matrix found in [10].

The iterations in Eqs. (34) and (35) are applied to a single compressed bit-stream.

The bit-stream is generated by sub-sampling an original 352x288 image sequence by a

factor of two in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The decimated frames are

then compressed with an MPEG-4 encoder operating at 1Mbps. This is a high bit-rate

simulation that maintains differences between temporally adjacent frames. (Lower bit-

rates generally result in less resolution enhancement for a given processing window.) The

original high resolution frame and decoded result appear in Fig. 5.

For the simulations, we first incorporate the non-informative P (fk) so that λ1 = λ2 = 0.

Displacement information is then estimated prior to enhancement. This is motivated by

the quantization constraint, which complicates the displacement estimate, and the method

in [10] is utilized. Seven frames are incorporated into the estimate with TB = TF = 3,

and we choose αf = .125.

Estimates in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show the super-resolved results from Eqs. (34) and (35),

respectively. As a first observation, notice that both estimates lead to a higher resolution

image. This is best illustrated by comparing the estimated frames and the bilinearly

interpolated result in Fig. 5(b). (Observe the text and texture regions in the right hand

part of the frame; both are sharper than the interpolated image.) However, close inspection

of the two high resolution estimates shows that the image in Fig. 6(a) is corrupted by

artifacts near sharp boundaries. This is attributable to the quantization constraint noise

model, and it is introduced by registration errors as well as the non-unique solution of

the approach. In comparison, the normal approximation for the quantization noise in Eq.

(12) is less sensitive to registration errors. This is a function of the covariance matrix

KQ and the unique fixed point of the algorithm. PSNR results for the estimated frames

support the visual assessment. The quantization constraint and normal approximation

models result in a PSNR of 28.8dB and 33.4dB, respectively.
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A second set of experiments appears in Fig. 7. In these simulations, the prior model in

Eq. (18) is now utilized for P (fk). Parameters are unchanged, except that λ1 = λ2 = .25

and αf = .05. This facilitates comparison of the incorporated and non-informative priors

for P (fk). Estimates from Eqs. (34) and (35) appear in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.

Again, we see evidence of resolution enhancement in both frames. Moreover, incorporating

the quantization constraint no longer results in artifacts. This is a direct benefit of the

prior model P (fk) that regularizes the solution. For the normal approximation method,

we see that the estimated frame is now smoother. This is a weakness of the method, as

it is sensitive to parameter selection. PSNR values for the two sequences are 32.4dB and

30.5dB, respectively.

As a final simulation, we employ Eq. (15) for P (v|fk,d,y). This incorporates a model

for the motion vectors, and it requires an expansion of the algorithm in Eq. (32) as well

as a definition for KMV . We utilize the methods in [18]. Parameters are kept the same as

the previous experiments, except that λ1 = .01, λ2 = .02, αf = .125. The estimated frame

appears in Fig. 8. Resolution improvement is evident throughout the image, and it leads

to the largest PSNR value for all simulated algorithms. The PSNR value is 33.7dB.

VII. Directions of Future Research

In concluding this paper, we want to identify several research areas that will benefit

the field of super-resolution from compressed video. As a first area, we believe that

the simultaneous estimate of multiple high resolution frames should lead to improved

solutions. These enlarged estimates incorporate additional spatio-temporal descriptions

for the sequence and provide increased flexibility in modeling the scene. For example, the

temporal evolution of the displacements can be modeled. Note that there is some related

work in the field of compressed video processing, see for example Choi et al. [24].

Accurate estimates of the high resolution displacements are critical for the super-resolution

problem, and methods that improve these estimates are a second area of research. Op-

tical flow techniques seem suitable for the general problem of resolution enhancement.

However, there is work to be done in designing methods for the blurred, sub-sampled,

aliased, and blocky observations provided by a decoder. Towards this goal, alternative

probability distributions within the estimation procedures are of interest. This is related
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Acquired image frames: (a) original image and (b) decoded result after bilinear interpolation.

The original image is down-sampled by a factor of two in both the horizontal and vertical directions and

then compressed.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Resolution enhancement with two estimation techniques: (a) super-resolved image employing the

quantization constraint for P (y|fk,d), (b) super-resolved image employing the normal approximation for

P (y|fk,d). The method in (a) is susceptible to artifacts when registration errors occur, which is evident

around the calendar numbers and within the upper-right part of the frame. PSNR values for (a) and (b)

are 28.8dB and 33.4dB, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Resolution enhancement with two estimation techniques: (a) super-resolved image employing

the quantization constraint for P (y|fk,d), (b) super-resolved image employing the normal approximation

for P (y|fk,d). The distribution in Eq (18) is utilized for resolution enhancement. This regularizes the

method in (a). However, the technique in (b) is sensitive to parameter selection and becomes overly

smooth. PSNR values for (a) and (b) are 32.4dB and 30.5dB.
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Fig. 8. Example high resolution estimate when information from the motion vectors is incorporated. This

provides further gains in resolution improvement and the largest quantitative measure in the simulations.

The PSNR for the frame is 33.7dB.

to the work by Simoncelli et al. [25] and Nestares and Navarro [26]. Also, coarse-to-fine

estimation methods have the potential for further improvement, see for instance Luettgen

et al. [27]. Finally, we mention the use of banks of multi-directional/multi-scale represen-

tations for estimating the necessary displacements. A review of these methods appears in

Chamorro-Mart́ınez [28].

Prior models for the high resolution intensities and displacements will also benefit from

future work. For example, the use of piece-wise smooth model for the estimates will

improve the high resolution problem. This is realized with line processes [29] or an object

based approach. For example, Irani and Peleg [30], Irani et al. [31], and Weiss and Adelson

[32] present the idea of segmenting frames into objects and then reconstructing each object

individually. This could benefit the resolution enhancement of compressed video. It also

leads to an interesting estimation scenario, as compression standards such as MPEG-4
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provide information about the boundary information within the bit-stream.

Finally, resolution enhancement is often a precursor to some form of image analysis or

feature recognition task. Recently, there is a trend to address these problems directly. The

idea is to learn priors from the images and then apply them to the high resolution problem.

The recognition of faces is a current focus, and relevant work is found in Baker and Kanade

[33], Freeman et al.[34], [35], and Capel and Zisserman [36]. With the increasing use

of digital video technology, it seems only natural that these investigations consider the

processing of compressed video.
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